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11 Sep 2016 Launched in March 2012, the Autodata 3.45 software is designed to support the early management capabilities of new Nokia cell phones, Read about Nokia Autodata 3.45 for iPhone. Learn more.1. Field of the
Invention This invention relates to a control system for a fluid pump, for example, used for a hydraulic circuit system of a construction equipment or the like. 2. Description of the Related Art One type of construction

equipment has a hydraulic circuit, in which a pump and a directional control valve are connected to each other. In this type of fluid pump control system, the pump is driven in an opposite direction by an electric control
unit (ECU), when a pilot valve is opened and the pump is made to rotate in an opposite direction, depending upon hydraulic signals output by the ECU. The pilot valve and the directional control valve are connected to each
other as the pump is rotated in an opposite direction, and when the pilot valve is fully opened, hydraulic signals are output from the directional control valve, and the hydraulic power is transmitted to an actuation cylinder,

such as an operation cylinder or a hydraulic cylinder of a working tool, to operate the working tool. A known directional control valve of this type includes a valve body having a supply passage, a pilot supply passage, a
drain passage, and three supply passages communicating with the three supply passages. The drain passage communicates with a discharge passage of the pump. When the pilot valve is opened, hydraulic signals are

output from one of the three supply passages. When the pilot valve is closed, hydraulic signals are output from the other two supply passages, according to the pilot valve opening angle. These supply passages are
interconnected with each other by communicating passages. The pilot supply passage is arranged in an upper portion of a sleeve member, which is fitted over a valve body shank, and a valve element is arranged at the

lower portion of the valve body. The valve body is supported rotatably by the shank, and is provided with an axial hole in which a positioning pin is inserted. A diaphragm is fitted in this axial hole, and is held by a stop ring.
The stop ring is fitted on a lock ring and is fixed in position. The stop ring is formed with a groove which is in alignment with a pilot valve hole in the sleeve member. A piston, which operates to control the pilot valve, is

provided in a body chamber of the ECU. The piston has a peripheral surface which is
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